Experience Dyslexia® A Simulation

What is it like to have dyslexia? How does it affect your daily life? This simulation allows participants to experience some of the challenges and frustrations faced by people with this language-based learning disability.

The Simulation begins with a brief discussion of dyslexia, including the neurological basis, the demographics, the warning signs, and the interventions which have been shown, through solid research, to have positive impact. It consists of six learning stations that present different language-related learning tasks encountered in the classroom or workplace.

WHEN: February 17, 2020, 5 to 7:30 p.m.
WHERE: Bethel Park High School (LGI room)
309 Church Road, Bethel Park, PA 15102

WHO: Bethel Park Parents, Staff and Community

REGISTRATION REQUIRED: https://forms.gle/G6o5VuJnm5wwGj2P6